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Identifies Grocery Products FREE of Harmful Additives & Preservatives

"Before you make another trip to the supermarket, I’d firmly recommend reading The Food Storage Bible first."

Jane Fried
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- Highly Processed Foods

Jayne Benkendorf
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This book lists approximately 5,000 food products, by brand name, that are free of harmful additives and preservatives. These are products that we use daily or that we store for emergencies, such as unemployment, natural disasters or Y2K. Each product is rated for fat, sodium, sugar, cholesterol, and overprocessing. This book lists the most harmful additives and preservatives and tells what they can do to the body. With this book, the consumer can purchase the most healthful products in the grocery store. Shopping is made easy.

**Customer Reviews**

The author obviously put a lot of work/research into the book BUT it really has NOTHING to do with food STORAGE. I feel that the contents, though interesting, do not match the title. I was interested in a book on food STORAGE - not additives, etc...

I bought this book while looking for helpful ideas on my own home food storage, so I was disappointed. However the content is still very good and was very informative. I learned a lot about food additives. If you are concerned about just what is in processed foods, this was a good starting reference. If you are looking for guides to help you with setting up and managing your own home food storage, other books have been much more helpful.

Jane Benkendorf has done it! She has done your home work for you. "The Food Storage Bible"
allows you to bybass label reading. Each brand name product is listed and graded to help you buy
only foods that are free of unhealthy preservatives, dyes, and any of the other additives that
increase cancers and tear down the immune system. When you read this book you will feel like Jane
has been shopping with you explaining each toxic item to you on a personal level. I would
recommend this book to anyone looking for an easy lesson on food additives and a simple shopping
guide. Sandra Swanson Wholesaler Arizona Nutritionals
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